Polyurethane screen panels for fine screening

Fine screening is a key step of several industrial processes.
It is understandable that durable screen cloths with elevated screening performance are a very desirable product in
those applications.
In view of that EUROGOMMA manufactures polyurethane screening products characterised by the following features:
1. They are all made of flexible high wear resistant
polyurethane
2. They are attached to a rubber or fabric layer permitting
the screen panel to constantly remain well tensioned
3. They get easily clamped to the screen deck thanks to the
side rails
4. They have conveying rails in correspondence of stringers
permitting to maximally exploit the open area of the
screen panel as avoiding the feeding material to run on
the blank areas

Our screen cloths are suitable to replace Derrick wire meshes and Derrick polyurethane screen cloths. All our polyurethane screens can be installed in
Derrick screens, Derrick screening machines and Derrick shale shakers. Derrick is for reference only. Our company has not co-operation with Derrick.

If durability of the
screening surface is
important, the open
area is crucial to
guarantee good
production
performances.
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Aside is the chart
indicating the available
open area of our
polyurethane screen
panels in relation with
the aperture size.

Eurogomma
manufactures
Derrick polyurethane
screens, Derrick
screen panels,
Derrick screens,
Screen panels for
Derrick machines,
screen cloths for
Derrick, Derrick
polyurethane screen
panels, polyurethane
Derrick screen
panels.
The models available
are:
TH48-30
TH36-42
TH56-42
TH60-30
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Derrick polyurethane
screens, Derrick
screen panels,
Derrick screens,
Screen panels for
Derrick machines,
screen cloths for
Derrick, Derrick
polyurethane screen
panels, polyurethane
Derrick screen
panels
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